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Gw2 firebrand guide

Epilogue: The incomprehensible lines provide allies with several protective armor and additional armor through durability, allowing better resistance for DPS classes. Try to use as a 2nd and final skill for me or when you commit to pressure or pressure. Chapter 4: Staworth Stand is your open tome skill against condition pressure and one of the strongest tools in building. Resistance makes it an extremely powerful ability to shift over time to inject all conditions into a large area, especially
useful against negative effects such as Cripple, Immobilizes and Chill. Use it to push away shades and red circles in a large area, also usable when pressing or retreating to ensure that allies caught behind them get the pulse of resistance. Since it is static, try to throw it on zerg or, if your commander moves, a little forward, based on his movement. Chapter 3: Valiant Bulwark will only be used to reflect projectiles or stack protection. Don't move that skill. You can put on top of your blob,
interzergs or in the enemy zerg to ensure that any outgoing projectile is reflected. Chapter 2: A laughing challenge is a low-priority skill of the task. You should only use while you're on a melee range when trading sides or passing through the enemy zerg and disrupt enemies trying to recover manually or trying to target your allies. It can also be used on enemies stuck inside friendly to prevent then avoid or escape. Chapter 1: Unflinching charge does not spam it pointlessly, use it to fill
stability gaps from SYG. Since there is a 600-range, it can be used to support allies behind from a safe distance. Always check for the benefit of your party to make sure you don't lose a volume page, give a gift that's well covered or, for example, target chapter 4: Stalwart Stand when there are a few red circles at the top of your group and no conditions on your side. If, in case of severe pressure damage: ⇒ Epilogue: Continuous lines ⇒ chapter 4: Stalwart Stand . Use mantras if
necessary. If in severe pressure condition: ⇒ Chapter 4: Stalwart Stand ⇒ Epilogue: Unbroken Lines. Use mantras if necessary. The official API is experiencing problems; skills, distinctive features and elements cannot be loaded at this time. Note: Please note that builds will be the default for regular icons, they may not be as accurate. We apologize for the inconvenience. Dps state to build Firebrand in fractals and raids. This build can cause massive AoE Burning outbursts with , which
is reset to kill (at most) enemies. This makes it one of the most cracked damage to the condition and very strong if it can be alternately reset. In addition to DPS, tomes Firebrand can provide high protection utility to its including Aegis, stability, resistance, equipment, and emergency treatment. 30000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
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That while Viper's pieces are fixed, the mix between Grieving and Sinister is virtually arbitrary – the optimal setting will depend on the exact match and the matter smaller than RNG in skill impairment. Consumables for food Utility or for cheaper alternative Use The main idea is to maintain a high uptime symbol while spam Burning with , and . When not available, axe skills are used to replenish downtime. Start with the mantras loaded. Your default status will be to autoattack in the axe and
use and as filler. Use yours and off-time or spread casts for persistent vulnerability. As soon as you use your 2 castings, you can perform Tome Burst if available. Example: Arms Exchange Tome Outbreak Chapter 2: Igniting An Outbreak Chapter 4: Melting After-I've Had an Epilogue: Ashes of Only Chapter 1: Fried Spell Chapter 2: Ignite Bursts If you have available, you can make another burst of tones. If not available, use another one before returning to the axles. Repeat Tome Burst
and return to the axe. Example of rotation General Try to always place immediately before entry, as well as immediately before changing back to the axe. can be used during your attacks, such as if you lose indifferent and you will not be able to tie them up. can also be used immediately before Epilogue: The Ashes of Resist as a target for applying ashes if there are no 4 allies in range. All mantras are instant votes and must be used to perform the rest of the rotation. Use twice
immediately, then once each time you earn a fee. and should be used instead of autoattacks when up. You have to throw away the freedom you're going to get. Make sure you always complete your automatic chain attack, while in the Axe Firebrand guideAs I gave advice on the fiery inferiority in another thread, I thought to share my knowledge of it on a wider basis so that more people could profit from it. Disclaimer: I'm not one of those people who give up everything. I'm glad it works so
I can go for what works best for me. Everything you read here and everything I offer may be postponed further. It's just an introduction to what this profession is capable of. This is my first leader. Why do I think you should listen to a random fool on the internet? You don't have to listen to me. But since I've been the custodian of my primary class since day one, I've come to gather a lot of knowledge. It's more of a guide on how to work in a fire brand pretty quickly and then, hopefully, you'll
be able to use it widely. Dr: There's a collection of builders where I'll connect all the construction. Having them in one place makes surfing easier. The WVW guide is at the bottom. The title is a German word Animal. It is quite able to provide everything you can get from an animal. The same goes for the bark of fire. A fireboard can do anything. It's like I'm not exaggerating. He's definitely not the best in every field. But since he capable of anything you can always choose what you want it
to be. That's a lot of support. A lot of damage. - Some KK. If you know that this class (Guardian) well, you will never have a problem in any mode. However. Getting acquainted well with this class is quite complicated and time-consuming. A lot of skills are situational. And if you don't know this class at heart, you won't think about them when you need them. What is the fiery crust capable of: (I'll talk to the guardian like a fiery crust. Of course, a lot of things vanilla is also mentioned, but
right now I'll talk about how to play if you chose Firebrand)Why not Dragonhunter? ▸ The dragon catcher is super easy. Just take a compilation of quantitative and press buttons. = Damage. (Of course, you can give up a lot, but still Dragonhunter is not a big deal in an open world if you like, and like this guide I can do one for Dragonhunter or vanilla guard.) Everybody's doing something different. But they all work the same way. If you understand that, It helps you remember the different
effects of the themes. No one has time for this. F1 Tome: DamageF2 Tome: Healing /Condi cleanseF3 Tome: Counter CC / CC*1: Always do what is said above in a cone in front of you*2. - No, no, it's something from above farther*4. Just because you're in year 10 is to generate a big field of what's under you*5. This gives correlated non-debutable buff to 5 others and you plus some extra from the above. Easy peas for now. Now it has to be pretty obvious when to use each of them. F1
for dmg off Cooldown. F2 to heal and cleanse Condi when needed. F3 when resisting heavy cc (very situational outside WvW). When using tomeFirst off all, when using tome, you can get speed. So after a fairly long tome throwing time (something you really need to keep in mind so you don't screw up), you have instant actors for one ability (more or less), so the first ability is always the one you need most. (Or at least you think you need it the most) F1 Always use your 5. It gives you
and those around you a fervor that gives you 3 attacks. It generates a lot of Dmg. Use this off-time. Then go for 4. Firefield with DMG. If the target doesn't move, I have to go. In WVW especially useful for lowering the stomach. Then go for 2 if you're close to your goal. If you don't leave him out. Then use 1 until you have pages or 5.4 or 2 are out of time. 3 is situational as it is long range. It's good for uh. Sometimes well in pve if you use it for a holiday bar or to collect larger amounts of
crowds together for your 2 or 4.F2 your healing tool. 5 is to go first. He gives himself a one that increases healing. Converts a condition (very useful). Always first and outside Cooldown.After this went for your 4. AOE Waterfield with decent treatment. It then becomes Spam 1 for treatment. (Only in front of you). 2 is for Condy's little cleansing and healing if he cleanses himself. 3 is aw with some dummy. (Well, if you are performing altruistic altruistic Otherwise it is not so necessary) Most
times you will go with 1. (Apply a little speed to more healing to more bursts.) F3This is the best for WvW, where you need a lot of stunning and defensive in abundance. Very situational in pve and can be ignored most of the time. I'll get deeper in the section www of this.5 gives a lot of defensive buffs plus additional defensive stats that can't be damaged.4 is stunning plus resistance. But only stationary.3 is a dome that reflects projectiles. Again essential in WVW. Not so useful in pve2 is
cc. (taunts) use it to smash bars if you need.1 is spam stability, aegis and speed. He's not that needed. Weapons: Just a small oversight of what each weapon is used for: Axe: Mixed dmg (condi and power) and quite some ccScepter: Ranged power dmgSword: power dmgMace: healing (pretty)Torch: mixed cut dmgFocus: some defensive block tools, and blast wide: dome (other), which is just blocking and treatment a little, plus protective buffsLarge: Power destruction dmgAmer: CC
weapon and some power dmgStaff: Aoe dmg. Healing. CC.For power is currently building it's the Great Slenderness and Scepter/Torch (hammer situational). To build a state at the moment I recommend Axe / Torch and Scepter / Focus. How to build: The Guardian has tools for everything you just need to know where to look for it. You can talk days about what to use when you will keep this short and leave the rest to explore: Zeil: Cancel the symbols (yes, it's actually useful!) mostly
suitable for power building (Scepter 2 and GS 4) Radiance: Improving your F1 (making it more spam,) and can be used for both, state and strength buildsValor: Mostly for self-use. It's ironic for you. (I really need to post about this feature, which is replaced by that of the staff. Honor: Group treatment-oriented trait line. Virtues: It's hard to describe. That's part of it. There are a lot of group jokes, but also a lot of selfies. It can be used for both. This one needs some work. It's best to work with
glitter in power vanilla build as it gives a lot of revenge that Radiance needs for more dmg. Firebrand: some condidmg, some buff migration and of course further virtue enhancementGear:Depending on what you are aiming for you can choose your gear. Really, there's not much you can do wrong. Bercer for the force builds. (Marauder for a little more tank work. Each of the gear condy used for more condy-based construction (really doesn't matter, even Trailblazer can work)For mixed
compilations use Crashing or Viper.For WvW you can go healing power-based builds (pasta, ministerial, nomad,)But also power-based (soldier, Berserk mix or Solder Celestial mixed) Just as satisfied and portenamonie. BUTThe best and most versatile right now is Heavenly. I use it for every game mode. One casing for everyone. (It's just super comfortable). BUILTThe followings I will now list the compilations I play or use, to explain when to use: is pve building and optimizing the new
card. It's an amplification of the tomics and involving a lot of pleasure. And some fighters, of course. You can crack any normal opponent with one F1 spin. You add a lot to the fighting. You are able to handle a significant amount of DMG over time. You can't burst. (Makes the new story easy.) I just left in it meldru rune as I use the gear for wvww as well. You can trade it for a rune that fits your case. The same applies to sysil. 7pA-jlCBmp8zRlgBcEAIV9H2fIPNDO/AASUPAAhEgnPBAA-
wThis build has far fewer defensive tools and fewer offensive tools. I use it on almost every other card. It allows you to do everything yourself, but you also add a lot to the groups. If you want to use it in fractals, I will focus that you torch all the time. You can also change the color of the lower middle, as it is a little more group focused. 7B0VFrbeka-dwifkaB8B+ Not exactly meta. It's not something I came up with. I'm very experienced and I put a lot of work into it. As far as I can tell, it's
above the others building. (at least for me it's done, of course, it depends on how you play it). More dmg. Distant selfies. The same group supports. A little less healing, but still perfectly fine. You can't use F3 as a stun gun, but get used to it pretty quickly. Standard meta Guardian builds can be found here: this construction is also very good and they all work quite well. But why did I even make this guide? Because I can add something important to those who want to play a firefighter as a
class. Especially if you're new or if you don't want to reinvest in firebrand for each game mode. Extra: WvW (Everyone likes to have more firefighters in zerg)ALWAYS AVOID BLACK DOMES. VERY BAD FOR YOUR HEALTH. (STILL FOLLOW YOUR COMM OFC) If you want to explain the use of the firefight in WvW (zerg) in a very simple way I would do as follows: in each fight there are several phases that strictly correlate with what Firebrand has to offer. Damage migration with F1.
Healing with F2 and counteracting CC with F3. Each commander has his own flair, but these 3 phases can be distinguished all the time (of course, you can make it more complicated, but again, this is for startup). You go with the meta as it is now: When you stay long range. Or use your staff or F1 for dmg and CC. Depending on your commander, you can save F1 for later. When you commit, the first thing that will happen is many cc and ao fields / long range projectiles on your way.
We'il be the first to take F3. 5 first for Buff and 4 for resistance. Use the dome to block a lot of things. Place it in the general direction of the other zerg before entering. Watch them kill themselves. It's just something of a time you'll learn pretty quickly. (It's just like super funny. If you see people dealing about 1 million Dmg before the fight even started with just a well-placed dome!!) After the first push, we will begin to heal, since most of us have lost good health. Especially use F2 when
you see the stacking conditions. 5 enables healing plus the conversion of 5 conditions into buffs, which is really huge. Exactly 4 immediately after and will do a lot of treatment with 2 for some additional removal. (Combine this with removing the mantra, and you can stay condiclean most of the time.) If you happen to be in an excellent position where it is damaged it is unlikely you can always cancel the books and change to F1 for some DMG. You may remember that GS is a powerful
weapon. There's been a lot of outbreaks. So when it goes deep you can use it to reduce the tone of DMG in a short time. Then he turned himself in to the staff and healed himself. If you ever happen to be on a CD with everything else that can still clean all condis. Keep that skill until you really need it. But dealing with DMG with a refractory brand gets easier and better, the more you are used to it. Let's protect ourselves first. You'il die less and learn what to do. If you feel good to start
adding some spicy damage to your rotation. Good Luck.PS: I hate editing. I hope everything looks good. I still think I need a few more tries. Page 2P.
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